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Abstract People usually interact with intelligent agents (IAs) when they have certain goals to be accomplished. Sometimes these goals are complex and may require
interacting with multiple applications, which may focus on different domains. Current IAs may be of limited use in such cases and the user needs to directly manage
the task at hand. An ideal personal agent would be able to learn, over time, these
tasks spanning different resources. In this paper, we address the problem of crossdomain task assistance in the context of spoken dialog systems, and describe our
approach about discovering such tasks and how IAs learn to talk to users about the
task being carried out. Specifically we investigate how to learn user activity patterns
in a smartphone environment that span multiple apps and how to incorporate users’
descriptions about their high-level intents into human-agent interaction.
Key words: cross-domain; user intention; spoken dialog systems

1 Introduction
Smart devices, such as smartphones or TVs, allow users to achieve their goals (intentions) through verbal and non-verbal communication. The intention sometimes
can be fulfilled in one single domain (i.e., an app). However, the user’s intention
is possible to span multiple domains and requires information coordination among
these domains. A human user, with the global context at hand, can well-organize the
functionality provided by apps and coordinate information efficiently. On the other
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hand, although intelligent agents can be configured by developers to passively support (limited) types of cross-domain interactions, they are not capable of actively
managing apps to satisfy a user’s potentially complex intentions, because they do
not consider the repeated execution of activities in pursuit of user intentions.
Currently, most human-machine interactions are carried out via touch-screen.
Although the vocabularies of recognizable gestures have been expanded during the
past decade [8], interactive expressions are still restricted due to the limit of gestures
and displays. This limit may affect usability, especially for certain populations, such
as older users or users with visual disabilities. By contrast, spoken language can effectively convey the user’s high-level and complex intentions to a device. However,
the challenges are: 1) understanding both at the level of individual apps and at the
level of activities that span apps; and 2) communicating a task-level functionality
between user and agent. Our previous work focused on predicting user’s follow-up
action at app level [25] or understanding the current app-level intention [4]. This
paper mainly addresses the high-level intention-embedded language understanding.
For example, our proposed model understands that “plan a dinner with Alex” is composed of several domains such as Y ELP, O PEN TABLE and M ESSENGER. We also
enable the system to verbally communicate its understanding of users intentions, in
order to maintain a transparent communication channel.
Multi-domain dialog systems have been studied in the past [14, 19], where a
classic architecture contains multiple models developed independently for different
domains and allows corresponding apps to handle user requests [11, 18, 3, 4]. Given
a spoken utterance, a domain detector selects 1) a single domain [10, 18, 25, 4] or
2) several domains based on the functionality in the user request [20, 21]. However,
neither of the two approaches considered the user intention behind the multi-domain
interaction (i.e., why the user needs this set of domains). Our method bridges the
low-level surface forms in cross-domain interactions and the high-level intention in
the user’s mind to enable systems to support intention realization. Moreover, considering a personal assistant’s perspective, we compare personalized models with
generic ones based on personal data availability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first briefly describe a data
collection process to gather user’s real-life multi-domain tasks. Then we discuss the
methodology to discover, recognized and realize user intentions. Two user studies
are described later as end-to-end and component-wise evaluation.

2 Data Collection
We undertook a data collection during which the participants in our study agreed
to provide a continuous record of their smartphone use over an extended period of
time, in the form of operating system events (e.g. app invoked, phone number dialed,
etc). To do this we implemented an Android app that logs each event, together with
its date/time and the phone’s location (if GPS is enabled).
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Fig. 1: Example of user annotation

Initial analysis of the data indicated that phone usage could be segmented into
episodes consisting of interaction events closely spaced in time. In our pilot data, we
found 3 mins of inactivity could be used to group events. Although this parameter
appeared to vary across users, we used a single value for simplicity. Participants
were asked to upload their log on a daily basis. A privacy step allowed them to
delete episodes that they might not wish to share.
Due to multi-tasking, episodes might consist of multiple activities, each corresponding to a specific intent. For example one might be communicating with a friend
but at the same time playing a game or surfing the web. We invited participants to
our lab on a regular basis (about once a week) to annotate their submitted logs to
decouple multiple tasks in the same episodes and also describe the nature (intent) of
the tasks (see details below). Note that some activities might also span episodes (for
example making plans with others); we did not examine these.

2.1 Smartphone Data Annotation
Participants were presented with episodes from their log and asked to group events
into sequences corresponding to individual activities [13] (which we will also refer
to as tasks). Meta-information such as date, time, and street location, was shown
to aid recall. Participants were asked to produce two types of annotation, using the
Brat server-based tool [23]: 1) Task Structure: link applications that served a common goal/intention; 2) Task Description: type in a brief description of the goal or
intention of the task.
For example, in Fig 1, the user first linked two apps (one about camera and another about text message) together since they were used for the goal of sharing a
”. Some of the task descriptions
photo, and wrote a description “took a pic of
were quite detailed and provided the actual app sequence executed (see example in
Fig 1). However, others were quite abstract, such as “look up math problems” or
“schedule a study session”. In this paper, we took task descriptions as transcribed
intent-embedded user utterances since these descriptions are usually abstract. We
used these descriptions as data for our intention understanding models.
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Dialogue
W1 : Ready.
Meta TASK59; 20150203; 1; Tuesday; 10:48
U1 : Connect my phone to bluetooth speaker. SETTINGS
W2 : Connected to bluetooth speaker.
Desc play music via bluetooth speaker
MUSIC
U2 : And play music.
: What music would you like to play?
W
3
App com.android.settings  com.lge.music
MUSIC
U3 : Shuffle playlist.
W4 : I will play the music for you.

Fig. 2: Multi-app task dialog example. Meta, Desc, App were shown to the participant. Utterances
were transcribed manually or via Google ASR. Apps were manually assigned to utterances.
Table 1: Corpus characteristics. Age informally indicates young and old. A native Korean and
Spanish speaker participated; both were fluent in English. #Apps is the average number of unique
apps. #Multi is the number of tasks which involves multiple user turns.
Category

#Participants

Age

#Apps

#Tasks

#Multi

Male
Female
Age < 25
Age ≥ 25
Native
Non-native

4
10
6
8
12
2

23.0
34.6
21.2
38.9
31.8
28.5

19.3
19.1
19.7
18.8
19.3
18.0

170
363
418
115
269
264

133
322
345
110
218
237

Overall

14

31.3

19.1

533

455

2.2 Interactive Dialog Task
We also asked users to talk to a Wizard-of-Oz dialog system to reproduce (“reenact”)
their multi-domain tasks using speech, instead of the GUI, in a controlled laboratory
environment. The users were shown 1) apps used; 2) task description they provided
earlier; 3) meta data such as time, location to help them recall the task (see left part
in Fig 2). The participants were not required to follow the order of the applications
used on the smartphones. Other than for remaining on-task, we did not constrain
expression. The wizard (21-year-old male native English speaker) was instructed to
respond directly to a participant’s goal-directed requests and to not accept out-ofdomain inputs. An example of a transcribed dialog is shown in Fig 2.
This allowed us to create parallel corpora1 of how people would use multiple
apps to achieve a goal via both smartphone (touch screen) and language. We recruited 14 participants and collected 533 parallel interactions, of which 455 involve
multiple user turns (see Table 1).

1

Dataset: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜mings/data/MultiDomain.tar.gz
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1
3
Static

Dynamic

Fig. 3: Illustration of static intention vs. dynamic intention. Blue circles denote training examples
and the yellow circle is a testing example.

3 Methodology
For an agent to interact with users at the level of intention, it should 1) understand
an intention expressed by speech; and 2) be able to convey its understanding of the
intention via natural language. For example, once the user says “I’d like to plan
a farewell party for my lab-mate”, the agent needs to know the intention behind
this spoken input as well as be able to assist user to find a restaurant (Y ELP) and
schedule time with other lab-mates (M ESSENGER). On the other hand, the agent
may reveal its inner state of understanding to the user, especially in clarification
process. For instance, it may say “I think we are going to plan an evening event,
right?” Channel-maintenance with such verbal cues (either implicit or explicit) is
helpful in conversation [2]. We first describe modeling intention understanding, then
describe the process by which the agent can verbally convey its inner state.

3.1 Models for Intention Understanding
What is user intention? We consider two possibilities. Observed interactions in the
intention semantic space may be clustered into KC groups, each representing a specific intention. We refer to this as the static intention. On the other hand, we can
also define dynamic intention, which is a collection of local neighbors (seen interactions) of the input speech. See Fig 3 as an example. In the static intention setting,
the agent is aware of the existence of KC intentions and their semantics prior to invocation. However, in the dynamic setting, intention is implicitly defined by the KN
nearest neighbors during execution. In both cases, a realization process using the
members of the recognized intention set maps the user utterance into a sequence/set
of apps to support the user activity.
We anticipate two major differences between statically and dynamically based
intentions. First, the static approach can use potentially richer information than just
intention-embedded utterances when discovering basic intentions — it could use
post-initiate features such as apps launched or user utterances in the spoken dialog.
Ideally, this may yield a better semantic space to categorize seen interactions. How-
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ever, during execution, the input feature is the same as in the dynamic approach,
i.e., task description. Second, the static approach has hard boundaries between intentions. Instances close to the boundaries may not be well characterized by their
cluster members.
In both cases the agent will need to map an intention-embedded utterance into
steps (i.e., sequence of apps/domains). Several techniques are available. We can
combine the individual app sequences of the set members into a single app sequence
that represents a common way of surfacing the intention (denoted as R EP S EQ). Alternately, we can use a classifier that assigns multiple labels (apps ids) to the input
(denoted as M ULT L AB). Compared with the M ULT L AB strategy, the advantage of
R EP S EQ is that it can preserve the order of the app sequence. However, once the
intention is classified, the representative app sequence will always be the same, regardless of variations in the input. This could be a potential problem for statically
based intentions. Arguably, during this process, we could weight each set member
by its closeness to the input; we did not investigate this possibility. To evaluate, we
compare the set of apps predicted by our realization model with the actual apps
launched by the user and compute an F1 score2 .
There are two types of users—ones for which historical data are available, and the
others. New users or users with privacy concerns will not have sufficient data. Thus,
a generic model trained from large user community can be used instead of personalized model. We expect that a sufficiently well-trained generic model can provide
reasonable performance; as history is accumulated performance will improve.
The building of intention understanding models may be impacted by intra- and
inter-user inconsistency in the language/apps. We may encounter the problem of
vocabulary-mismatch [13, 22], where interactions related with the same intention
have non-overlapping 1) spoken terms (words), even caused by minor differences
such as misspellings, morphologies, etc; 2) apps, e.g., people may use different apps
— M ESSENGER or E MAIL with essentially similar functionality. Below we describe
two techniques to overcome potential language- and app-mismatch.

3.1.1 Language Mismatch
We can consider a user’s input utterances (e.g., “schedule a meeting”) as a query to
the intention model. To manage language inconsistency, we used a two-phase process — 1) text normalization where only verbs and nouns in the query are preserved
and further lemmatized (e.g., “took” → “take”); 2) query enrichment (QryEn) which
expands the query by incorporating words related to it semantically. QryEn can reduce the likelihood of seeing sparse input feature vector du to out-of-vocabulary [24]
words. In this work, we used word2vec [17] with gensim3 toolkit on the pre-trained
GoogleNews word2vec4 model. The proposed QryEn algorithm is described in Al2

F1 = 2 × Precision × Recall/(Precision + Recall)
Toolkit: https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
4 Model: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlNUTTlSS21pQmM/
edit?usp=sharing
3
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gorithm 1. In short, each word wi in the lemmatized query Q yields mass increases
for N semantically close words in the feature vector f .
Algorithm 1 Query Enrichment
Require: lemmatized words of the query Q = {w1 , ..., w|Q| } and their counts C = {c1 , ..., c|Q| };
training vocabulary V ; bag-of-word feature vector Q f = { f1 , ..., f|V | } constructed on Q; the
word semantic relatedness matrix M; the number of semantically similar words N to be extracted for each word in Q;
Ensure: an enriched bag-of-word feature vector
1: for each wi ∈ Q do
2:
Use M to find the N closest words VN = {v1 , ..., vN } ∈ V ;
3:
for each v j ∈ VN do
4:
f j = f j + Mi, j × ci
5:
end for
6: end for
7: return f ;

3.1.2 App Mismatch
When a generic model is used, recommended apps may not match the apps available
on a specific user’s device. For example, the recommended app, B ROWSER should
be converted to C HROME if that is the only (or preferred) app in this user’s phone
that can browse the Internet. Therefore, similarity metrics among apps are needed.
There are several ways to compute app similarity (AppSim). First, based on the
edit distance between app (package) names, for example com.lge.music is similar
to com.sec.android.app.music since both contains the string “music”. Second,
we can project an app to a vector space. Ideally, apps with similar functionalities
will appear close to each other. Possible resources to use are 1) app descriptions in
app stores; 2) language associated with each app when users verbally command the
app (see example in Fig 2). Third, app-store category may indicate functionalitywise similarity. However, we found Google Play category too coarse. In this work,
we used the first method with 16 fillers (e.g., ”android”, ”com”, ”htc”) removed
from package names. Examples are shown in Table 2. We found this simple method
significantly improved system performance (described later).
Table 2: Most similar apps for Accuweather and Music among 132 apps in our data collection
order
1
2
3

com.accuweather.android

com.lge.music

com.sec.android.widgetapp.ap.hero.accuweather com.google.android.music
com.jrdcom.weather
com.sec.android.app.music
com.weather.Weather
com.spotify.music
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3.2 Conveying Intention Understanding
IAs may need to communicate with the user in language cast at the level of intention,
especially as part of a clarification process. For example, the IA may launch a short
sub-dialog by saying “are you trying to share a picture?” This involves a template
(“are you trying to
?”) and some content (“share a picture”). Instead of echoing
content directly extracted from the user’s current input, we abstract the semantics of
similar previous interactions to provide language material indicating that the agent
(though a paraphrase) indeed understands the user’s intention.

4 Study
4.1 Intention Interpretation and Realization
To evaluate intention modeling, we focus on three comparisons: 1) intention:
static vs. dynamic models; 2) source: personalized vs. generic setups; 3) method:
R EP S EQ vs. M ULT L AB realization strategies. We used the chronologically first 70%
of each user’s data for training the personalized model, in principle mirroring actual
data accumulation. The remaining 13 users’ first 70% data was combined to train the
generic model. The number of intentions KC for the static intention model and the
number of nearest neighbors KN for the dynamic model can be varied. We adapted
KC using gap statistics [26], an unsupervised algorithm, to select the optimal KC
from 1 to 10 before KMeans. KN was set to the square root of the number of training examples [5]. For R EP S EQ we used ROVER to collapse multiple app sequences
into one [6]. For M ULT L AB, we used SVM with linear kernel.
We show system performance in Table 3. This prediction task is difficult since on
average each user has 19 unique apps and 25 different sequences of apps in our data
collection. The upper part corresponds to static intention model and the lower part to
dynamic intention. Within either approach, different intention realization strategies
(QryEn and AppSim) and their combination are also shown. We performed a balanced ANOVA test of F1 score on the factors mentioned above: intention, source
and method. The test indicates that the performance differs significantly (p < 0.05).
As noted earlier, the static model has the flexibility to incorporate richer information (post-initiate features) when used to discover the basic KC intentions. As shown
in Table 3, adding more post-initiate information (denoted with ? and †) improves
personalized models since users have behavioral patterns. However, it does not necessarily improve generic models, mainly due to the inter-user difference in language
and apps.
But we do not observe superior performance for the static model over the dynamic one, even when richer information incorporated (? and †) . For R EP S EQ
strategy, the dynamic model is much better than the static one. It is possible that
R EP S EQ is sensitive to the selection of similar interactions. Arguably, an input may
fall close to the intention boundary in a static setting, which indeed is closer to some
interactions on the other side of the boundary as opposed to the ones within the same
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Table 3: Weighted average F1 score (%) on test set across 14 participants, using bag-of-words.
Average KC in static condition is 7.0 ± 1.0 for generic model, and 7.1 ± 1.6 for personalized model.
The static condition was run 10 times and the average is reported. KN in the dynamic condition
is 18.5 ± 0.4 for the generic model and 4.9 ± 1.4 for the personalized model. ? indicates both
descriptions and user utterances are used in clustering and † indicates apps are used as well.
R EQ S EQ

M ULT L AB

Personalized Generic Personalized Generic
Static (baseline)
+QryEn
+AppSim
+QryEn+AppSim
+QryEn+AppSim?
+QryEn+AppSim†

42.8
44.6
42.8
44.6
44.9
45.8

10.1
11.2
15.1
16.1
18.0
18.1

55.7
56.3
55.7
56.3
57.5
57.6

23.8
27.9
27.8
36.1
37.1
35.9

Dynamic (baseline)
+QryEn
+AppSim
+QryEn+AppSim

50.8
54.9
50.8
54.9

23.8
26.2
30.1
32.5

51.3
57.0
51.3
57.0

19.1
22.9
22.7
28.0

intention cluster. On the other hand, the M ULT L AB approach shows relatively consistent performance in both static and dynamic settings, indicating robustness and
self-adaptability with respect to the choice of interactions of similar intention.
In Table 3, the fact that QryEn improves the F1 score in all conditions indicates that semantic similarity among words can effectively address the languagemismatch problem. On the other hand, although AppSim has no effect on the personalized model, it addresses the app-mismatch issue in generic models intuitively
(p < 0.05 when comparing with the baseline in an balanced ANOVA on additional
two factors: intention, method). Combining QryEn and AppSim methods together
(denoted as “+QryEn+AppSim”) consistently achieves the highest F1 score. As we
expected, generic intention model is consistently inferior to the personalized model.

4.2 Intention Representation in Natural Language
It should be possible to automatically abstract the semantics of the recognized intention cluster (or neighbors): Text summarization may be used to generate high-level
description of the intention cluster [7, 12]. Keyphrase extraction provides another
alternative [27, 15, 1]. Note that, even if the automatic generation of semantic summarization is not precise, it may still be sufficiently meaningful in context.
In this study, we used the Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction (RAKE5 ) algorithm [1], an unsupervised, language-independent and domain-independent extraction method. This method has been reported to outperform other unsupervised
5

Toolkit: https://www.airpair.com/nlp/keyword-extraction-tutorial
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Table 4: Mean number of phrases generated using different resources
M ANUAL
ASR
D ESC
D ESC + ASR
D ESC + M ANUAL
20.0
20.3
11.3
29.6
29.1

methods such as TextRank [16] and [9] in both precision and F score. In RAKE,
we required that 1) each word have 3 or more characters; 2) each phrase have at
most 3 words; and that 3) each key word appear in the text at least once. We did
not investigate tuning these parameters. We use 3 individual resources and 2 combinations, reflecting constraints on the availability of different contexts in real-life.
The three individual resources are manual transcription of user utterances in their
dialogs (M ANUAL) and their ASR transcriptions (ASR) and high-level task descriptions (D ESC). The average number of key phrases generated by each resource (or
their combination) is shown in Table 4.
We selected 6 users to first review their own clusters, by showing them all cluster members with 1) apps used in the member interaction; 2) dialog reproduced; 3)
meta-data such as time, date, address, etc. We let them judge whether each individual phrase generated by the system summarized all the activities in the cluster (binary judgement). We used three Information Retrieval (IR) metrics to evaluate performance among different resources — 1) Precision at position K (P@K); 2) Mean
Average Precision6 at position K (MAP@K); 3) Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). The
first two metrics emphasize on the quality of the top K phrases, MRR focuses on a
practical goal — “how deep the user has to go down a ranked list to find one useful phrase?”. Average MRR is 0.64, meaning that the user will find an acceptable
descriptive phrase in the top 2 items shown; an ANOVA did not show significant
differences between resources. With more sensitive MAP@K and P@K metrics,
D ESC +ASR and D ESC +M ANUAL do best. The improvement becomes significant
as K increases: having a user-generated task description is very useful.
Participants also were asked to suggest carrier phrases that the agent could use
to refer to activities; we found these to be unremarkable. Among the 23 phrases
” and “would you like to
” were the most popular.
collected, “do you want to
To conclude, if the IA can observe a user’s speech commands or elicit descriptions from the user (ideally both), it can generate understandable activity references
and might avoid less efficient interactions (e.g. lists).

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We present a framework, HELPR, that is used to learn to understand a user’s intention from a high-level description of goals (e.g., “go out with friends”) and to
link these to specific functionality available on a smart device. The proposed agent
solicits descriptions from the user. We found that the language used to describe activities is sufficient to group together similar activities. Query enrichment and app
similarity help with language- and domain-mismatch problems, especially when a
6
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generic model is used. We demonstrated that an agent could use data from large user
community while also learning user-specific models.
The long-term goal of our work is to create agents that observe recurring human
activities, understand the underlying intentions and support the task through spoken
language interaction. The agent must communicate on the level of intentions instead
of, or in addition to, individual apps. And it needs to manage the context of the
activity so that its state can be shared between different apps.
The value of such an agent is that it would operate on a level higher than provided
by app-specific interfaces. It would moreover allow the user to effectively build their
own applications by composing the functionality in existing apps. We have shown
that it is possible to infer user intentions; the next challenge is to capture meaningful
context and actively apply it across different apps.
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